
One Click 1851 

Chapter 1851: A group of strong people instantly subdued 

"Yes!" 

Monk Kong Chan smiled, "But don't even think about it, the people inside must be dead, and they will 

drop!" 

"Haha!" 

"I got 70 star fields at once, tens of thousands of life planets, Master Huijue, congratulations!" 

Monk Shi Yu bowed his hand to Master Huijue Ni, and said with a smile, "By then, you will get the 

cultivation civilization of the Xinghai domain, please don't be stingy!" 

"You can rest assured." 

"It's good I won't miss you." 

Master Huijue laughed, "After all, everyone is a disciple under the seat of Mi Ling Buddha." 

"that would be great!" 

Monk Kong Chan and Monk Shi Yu nodded and laughed from ear to ear. 

however. 

They don't know. 

In the imagination, the scene of the death of the warriors of the Xinghai Great Territory did not appear 

at all! 

At this moment. 

The excitement on the faces of the invading warriors who entered the Xinghai domain completely 

solidified! 

But see behind the formation barrier. 

Forty-seven quasi-primordial powerhouses and the 2,000-odd Supreme Emperor have been surrounded 

by Tuantuan! 

The people surrounding them. 

There are twenty quasi-taichu, such as Yanxingxing, and more than five thousand supreme emperors. 

But it was Su Lang's one hundred and thirty-five quasi-primary clones that played a decisive role! 

In the Xinghai domain, there are a full 155 of those who are quasi-primary! 

The invaders' quasi-prime was less than one-third! 

Rumble! 
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A strong aura radiated from Su Lang's avatars, setting off storms, and violently suppressing the invaders. 

"Do not!" 

"How could it be like this?" 

"Aren't they already unable to hold it? How could this happen? How could they suddenly have more 

than a hundred more quasi-primaries!" 

"It's over, we are in the game, we stepped into the trap, they are playing us from start to finish!" 

"Hurry up for help, Huijuezheng Buddha will not leave us alone! Hurry up!" 

"It's useless, the distress message I sent out was completely like a clay cow entering the sea, 

Huijuezheng Buddha couldn't receive it!" 

"I see. This trick is called closing the door and hitting the dog. We are now dogs!" 

"..." 

One by one the invaders were terrified and talked in horror. 

at this time. 

"Welcome to the Xinghai domain group!" 

Su Lang lined up the crowd and came to the crowd in a leisurely manner. 

"You, who are you?" 

"Are you the leader of the human race Yanxingxing? No, that's not right, how come you look exactly like 

the legendary ancestor?" 

"It's a human ancestor! This person is a human ancestor, rumored to have opened up the human 

ancestor of the Xinghai domain group to cultivate civilization!" 

"Those Quasi-Tianchu also look exactly like Renzu, they are the clones of Renzu!" 

"God, even the clones all have the Quasi-primary Beginning level, how strong that human ancestor itself 

should be." 

"Could it be that it is strong enough to fight against Emperor Yuan Mingzhou?" 

"No, this is impossible. Emperor Yuanmingzhou is the destroyer of the universe, and it is impossible for 

anyone to surpass him! We Buddhism knows this clearly, so we can put it under his command!" 

"..." 

When the intruders saw Su Lang, they were panicked and replenished, making them chaotic like a pot of 

ants. 

"Stop talking!" 

"Your origin!" 



Su Lang looked around the Quasi Taichu and Supreme Emperors, his tone indifferent. 

"Kill if you want, you want to get a little information!!" 

A quasi-primary monk roared, his face full of death rather than surrender. 

however. 

"I come from the Jiuyin Star Territory, my name is Mei Feng, I was forced!" 

"I come from Fusha Star Territory, my name is Yuan Hongshen, please forgive me!" 

"My name is Weng Yongyi, I'm from..." 

"I....." 

One by one, the supreme emperor instantly stunned, and directly began to beg for mercy. 

Some of them are really forced and coerced. 

After all, the powerhouses in the nearby star regions have participated in this war. 

If they don't participate, they will be pushed out and put on small shoes. 

Seeing no need to be killed directly at this time, I immediately saw a glimmer of hope of survival. 

then. 

Anyone who didn't want to die was immediately subdued. 

Among them, there are even a few quasi-prime! 

This. 

Suddenly it seemed like a huge slap in the face! 

It was drawn fiercely on the face of the quasi-primary monk! 

His face is red, his eyes are red, his facial features are distorted! 

Chapter 1852: The harvest time has come 

at this time. 

Through the soft enemies one by one. 

Su Lang easily figured out the people behind them 

——It is Nun Benhuan’s master Huijue, plus a monk Kongchan and a monk Shiyu! 

And these three primordial realms. 

They are all the disciples of the top powerhouse in Tianmi Continent and the Buddha Mi Ling! 

The Mi Ling Buddha ruled the entire Tian Mi continent, established Mi Ling Mountain, accepted 

countless talented disciples, and cultivated countless Buddhist experts. 
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He is one of the biggest running dogs under Yuan Mingzhou Emperor! 

And Mi Ling Buddha's subordinates are far more than the three early disciples of Master Huijue. 

However, if the Quasi Taichu and Supreme Emperor in front of him tell how much they are, they don't 

know. 

Because so far, they have been in contact with these three quasi-beginners. 

Quasi-prime primacy is an ant-like existence to the prime primacy level. 

Unless it is the first strong person who takes the initiative to contact, otherwise it is difficult for them to 

see a too junior strong! 

In addition. 

In addition to learning a little bit of information about Buddha Mi Ling. 

Su Lang also got a very bad news! 

That is, the erosion of the Tianmi Continent to the Tianxuan Continent has become more serious. 

A large number of Buddhist disciples have entered the Tianxuan continent, invaded countless lands, 

established sects, and enslave creatures in the name of shelter! 

"The situation is not optimistic!" 

"Emperor Yuanmingzhou won't say anything, Mi Ling Buddha is definitely not an ordinary primordial 

powerhouse, and there are more primordial ones under his command." 

"Now that there are four fragments of the Infinite Realm, Tian Mi betrays, Tian Ting falls, Tian Xuan is in 

danger, and Tian Mi is also in danger." 

"The Boundless Realm, in the Boundless Universe, there are very few organizations with the ability to 

resist. All I know about is the Ship of Ten Thousand Realms." 

"The disaster of extinction may come at any time, I really need to reach a higher level faster!" 

A sense of crisis arose in Su Lang's heart, and Sen Leng's eyes immediately focused on the more than 

forty quasi-prime powers and more than two thousand supreme emperors in front of him! 

It is necessary to improve combat power as soon as possible. 

In addition to the realm, the weapons of Gongfa are not important. 

This requires a lot of resources. 

And these quasi-prime and godless grades in front of them were originally the fat sheep in Su Lang's 

eyes, so naturally they would not let them go just because of one or two pleadings. 

"Xinghai Huanyu Array, Kai!" 

Su Lang's heart moved, and the great formation immediately enveloped him! 



Forty-seven quasi-prime and godless grades were immediately separated and entered the narrow array 

space, like prisoners! 

"Do not!" 

"I said everything, please forgive me!" 

"Ancestor, you must die, my Buddha will send you on the road!" 

"Drive me!" 

"..." 

The expressions of the invaders changed wildly, and they were terrified! 

Some begged for mercy with a more humble attitude, some had lost all hope and cursed, and some 

trembled and tried desperately to attack the formation. 

But no matter what they react. 

Su Lang ignored them. 

"The harvest time has arrived!" 

Su Lang holding the Youtian Sword and Godless Dragon Platform, with one hundred and thirty-five 

clones, entered one of the array prisons. 

There is a quasi-primary monk inside this formation space. 

He was madly attacking the surrounding formation barriers. 

At this time, seeing Su Lang and other 136 Zhun Tai Chu appearing expressionlessly around him, he was 

suddenly struck by lightning, and his whole body was crippled with horror. 

"kill!" 

Su Lang spoke lightly. 

The endless attacks immediately drowned the frightened and desperate quasi-prime monk. 

"Ding! You get the soul of the supreme emperor*1, the spiritual world of the buddha*1, the body and 

soul of the Buddha*1000000, the godless material holy lotus glass stone*25656...the source of the 

superior emperor*45652, the lower Diyuan*11232564......" 

The system prompt sounds. 

A large number of heaven, material and earth treasures and Diyuan were plundered into the storage 

space. 

"next!" 

Su Lang's expression remained unchanged, and his thoughts moved, leading the avatars to the second 

formation prison. 

"Master Renzu, please, forgive me!" 



"I will be a cow and a horse for you, and I will live forever and never regret!" 

As soon as the quasi-tai in this prison saw Su Lang, he immediately knelt down and kept buckling his 

head, completely devoid of the dignity of a strong man. 

"killed." 

Su Lang gave a look, and the avatars immediately stepped forward to kill them. 

Next. 

Then it was the turn of the quasi-primary powerhouse in the third prison... 

then. 

Tianmi continent. 

The expectant and happy Master Huijue immediately received unbelievable bad news! 

Chapter 1853: Kill all 

"what!!" 

"The quasi-primary powerhouse I sent is constantly falling!!" 

"How is this possible! Didn't they have the upper hand and already infiltrated the large star sea domain 

group?" 

Master Huijue took out a relic, all of them shattered like the relics of nun Benhuan before! 

This means that the owner of these relics is dead! 

Those who own these relics are Buddhist monks. 

But this time, the Buddhist experts who invaded the Xinghai area accounted for only one-third of the 

total number. 

In other words. 

There are more quasi-tais who have truly fallen than have been discovered so far! 

"The Quasi Taichu on our side is being slaughtered!" 

Monk Kongzhi couldn't help taking a breath, "It is estimated that this is the case for warriors without 

God level, or even worse!" 

"We are in the game!" 

"The other party should have deliberately opened the hole in the big formation and lured our people 

into it." 

"But in fact, there are all traps inside!" 

Monk Shi Yu analyzed, "The people who entered the formation should have been separated and 

defeated one by one!" 
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"Not bad!" 

"The Xinghai domain group has more than a dozen quasi-primaries." 

Monk Kongzhi said, "They all attacked a quasi-beginner strong, and they can do this." 

"Too big!" 

"Unexpectedly, this large star sea domain group is so cunning!" 

Huijue's face was dark, and she felt terribly distressed when she looked at the relic of the strong under 

her who continued to be broken. 

Although the invasion this time has a tentative meaning. 

But now there is no valuable information at all. 

The mysterious powerhouse did not appear at all! 

Did not get any information from the other party at all. 

The only gain is to learn that the Xinghai domain group has used special methods to train nearly 10,000 

godless powerhouses. 

But this is a fart! 

Just as Huijue and others analyzed in grief and indignation. 

In the Xinghai domain group. 

Su Lang had already taken the avatars to kill all the Quasi Taichu. 

Soon. 

Let the clones split into more than 10,000 Jiudu Supreme Emperor. 

Then go in groups to kill those locked up invaders Godless Grade one after another. 

Not long. 

The warriors who came to invade are completely wiped out! 

"Scatter!" 

Su Lang waved his hand gently, and the formation prison suddenly collapsed and became the original 

formation barrier. 

"This!" 

"It's over!" 

"All the intruders are gone!" 

"Master Renzu wiped out them all!" 

"We won, my God, we won at least four Tongtian Temples!" 



"..." 

Countless warriors looked at the empty void after the formation disappeared, and immediately looked 

at each other and burst into cheers. 

The starry sky suddenly boiled like boiling water. 

"Don't bow down to Lord Renzu!" 

"Without Lord Renzu, there would be no Xinghai Huanyu United Array now!" 

"Without Lord Ancestor, we would never be able to stop a full fifty quasi-primary powers!" 

"It was Lord Renzu who saved us, thank you Lord Renzu!" 

"..." 

Countless Xinghai great domain experts bowed down to Su Lang, tears streaming down their faces with 

gratitude! 

The last time they were breached by the Tongtian Temple, not only the star field suffered a huge blow, 

but also the Black Dragon star field and the Xiyun star field were lost. 

The self-confidence and courage of everyone in the star field have also been hit. 

At this time this big victory. 

Immediately wipe out the haze of the last defeat! 

"I'll leave it to you here." 

"I'll look at the broken weapon of the primordial age." 

Su Lang nodded to Yan Xingxing, even if he was going to fish for the broken weapon of the Beginning. 

This weapon was not looted in the storage space as trophies following the death of all the invaders. 

It also shows that its ownership is in the hands of others. 

Needless to say, a strong man who can possess a broken weapon of the primordial age should also be a 

warrior of the primordial age. 

At this moment. 

Su Lang planned to take the broken primordial weapon as his own. 

In this way. 

While obtaining a treasure, it is also possible to get more of the aura of the opponent's early 

powerhouse. 

but. 

Just when Su Lang planned to do it. 



Chapter 1854: Shattered primordial weapons destroy themselves 

Outside the formation. 

Suddenly a huge roar sounded. 

Then came a terrifying power. 

Such as the continuous waves of the same source of tsunami beating endlessly on the formation barriers 

of the Xinghai Huanyu Array. 

Simultaneously. 

The space-time channel opened by the broken weapons of the early days also collapsed. 

In an instant, it was flooded and buried by countless turbulences of time and space! 

"I go!" 

"The broken weapon destroyed itself in the early days!?" 

Su Lang looked at the turbulent flow of time and space that was completely healed, and the corners of 

his mouth twitched. 

One-click broken weapon of the early days. 

Although I don’t even have a device spirit, I can definitely decompose a lot of things! 

But now! 

It actually destroyed itself! 

"Ugh!" 

"Never mind!" 

"Something will occur if it belongs to your life, if not, do not push it!" 

Su Lang sighed softly and waved, a light flashed above the formation barrier. 

Suddenly. 

Some of the damage caused by the broken weapon power of the early days was restored immediately. 

at the same time. 

Tianmi continent. 

Master Hui Jue took his hand back with an ugly expression. 

The broken weapon of the early days was activated by her and destroyed directly! 

"What a pity, what a pity!" 

"Although this broken weapon was exhausted in the beginning, it won't last long, but it's still a pity." 
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Monk Kong Chan touched his long beard and shook his head slowly. 

Monk Shi Yu next to him also shook his head and sighed. 

"Humph!" 

"This time the temptation is almost useless!" 

Master Huijue snorted and looked at Monk Kong Chan and Monk Shi Yu a little red. 

"Junior Brother, don't worry!" 

"Yes, Junior Brother, don't worry, we will definitely compensate you!" 

"This Bossman lantern lotus was given to Junior Brother!" 

"..." 

Monk Kong Chan and Monk Shi Yu saw Master Hui Jue's anger and became angry, a little anxious, and 

they immediately spoke to comfort them! 

I even used the cordial name that I haven't used for a long time, Junior Brother. 

Yes, Huijue used to be their junior, but now even though it has changed, this title is still retained. 

"Humph!" 

"I will never let go of the Xinghai domain group!" 

"Next they will enter the Great Thousand Domain Ring." 

"According to their direction from the beginning to the present, the place where they will appear next 

time is about the Great Thousand Territory of Meteorite Phoenix." 

"I have very few people in that place, it's your turn to take action!" 

Master Huijue accepted the compensation from Monk Kongzhi and Monk Shi Yu, and said with a 

murderous expression. 

"Meteor Phoenix Great Thousand Territory?" 

"My Arhat Buddhist Army is in that position!" 

"The Arhat Buddhism Army has the Bo Ruo curse Buddha verses that I have given, which is enough to 

give full play to the conventional power of the Primordial Stage. 

"At that time, they will still have no chance of escape from the Star Sea domain group, unless the 

mysterious early powerhouse appears!" 

"And his whereabouts are exactly one of our purposes. In any case, we will not lose money!" 

Monk Kongzhi stood up, folded his hands, his eyes were full of sneers. 

The other side! 



Su Lang had already dispersed the legions of the Xinghai large area group. 

What should they do, go back to each house and find each mother. 

Even Yanxingxing was also driven away. 

At this moment. 

He is counting the spoils happily! 

"system!" 

"Save me Xianyuan Diyuan first!" 

Su Lang chuckled and gave instructions to the system. 

"Ding! The storage is complete, and the balance is 16.93 million, a superior Xianyuan!" 

"Haha!" 

"Fifty quasi-taichu and nearly ten thousand supreme emperors are really fat!" 

"Suddenly provided me with more than 10 million high-quality Xianyuan, and now I can upgrade the 

system functions again!" 

Su Lang rubbed his hands in excitement, and immediately issued instructions: "System, immediately 

improve my one-key practice function!" 

Although the repair base is sufficient for the time being. 

But once it was upgraded to the Primordial Beginning level, the cultivation base consumed would 

definitely be countless times more than it is now! 

At that time, it will probably not be enough, so we still have to plan ahead! 

Not to mention. 

One-click practice of this basic function, no matter how high it is, there is absolutely no waste! 

"Ding! Consuming 10 million superior emperor sources, the one-key training function is upgraded to 

level 47, and the training speed is increased to 18,770 trillion times the speed of the basic training 

without missing qualifications!" 

Chapter 1855: Super guarding speed 

Such a terrifying speed. 

One second of cultivation is equivalent to 600 million years of hard work for others! 

Su Lang now takes about five seconds to accumulate the cultivation base needed for a wise creature to 

go from a mortal to a quasi-primary! 

"unbelievable!" 

"Too bad!!" 
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After Su Lang calculated the result, he couldn't help but take a breath! 

If he wants. 

Now forty-eight quasi-prime primaries can be created in one day, which is the limit of the number of 

cultivation base empowerments! 

Of course. 

At the very beginning of the exercise, it seems that the practice will be completed. 

Su Lang would not do that. 

Upgraded system functions. 

Su Lang's gaze fell on the treasure of heaven, material and earth again. 

Many of the Quasi Taichu and Supreme Emperor who had been killed before were all domain masters of 

a star region. 

They scraped the resources of the entire Star Territory over the long years, and at this time they all fell 

into Su Lang's hands. 

Among them are alchemy materials piled up into planetary continents! 

There are more materials for refining, and it is almost countless! 

"system!" 

"Refine me the quasi-primordial pill and the godless grade pill!" 

Su Lang thought, in the mysterious black space, the alchemy villain immediately began to work. 

Suddenly. 

In the storage space. 

On one side, countless alchemy materials disappeared instantly. 

On the other side, countless perfect-quality pills fell like a rain! 

Taking advantage of the system to refine the pill. 

Su Lang issued an order again: "System, decompose all captured weapons!" 

"Ding! The decomposition is successful, you will get the Soul of the Supreme Emperor*865, the Secret 

Ice of Million Years*3623, and the Thousand Bird Magic Leather Jade*866..." 

"Ding! The decomposition is successful, you will get the Soul of the Supreme Emperor*4548, Kundibao 

Rock Core*9654, Jinyang Dragon Siyu*12349..." 

"Ding! The decomposition is successful..." 

Instant time! 



More than five thousand godless soldiers with different levels have been broken down! 

Lower grades will get less material. 

There are naturally more materials from high-level decomposition! 

On average, each Godless Soldier can provide approximately 3,000 copies of the Soul of the Supreme 

Emperor! 

The other godless treasures of heaven and earth are countless. 

The evolution materials like the Youtian Sword were gathered in an instant! 

The evolution materials of the Godless Soldiers, such as the Godless Dragon Platform, the Eight-

Rounded Shield of the Sky, and the Moon Nest, are also collected! 

"system!" 

Su Lang immediately issued an order, "Keep the specified characteristics and evolve the Youtian Sword!" 

"Ding! Consuming Godless Soul*58888, Godless Grade Material Xiefeng Tianma Jade*100000, Shadow 

Eclectic Universe Stone*50000, Blood Rain Underworld Jade*53658...The Youtian Sword evolved into 

Eight Crossing Godless Jade Soldier!" 

A faint light flashed! 

The Youtian Sword has evolved to the Eight Duo level. 

In addition to strengthening +4, its power has reached the 12th-level Godless Soldier, far exceeding the 

ordinary quasi-primary weapon! 

Feeling that his strength has skyrocketed again. 

Xiaoyou suddenly ran out excitedly and hung on Su Lang's body. 

"Master~" 

"You are great!" 

"What kind of reward do you want, Xiaoyou can satisfy you~" 

While talking, Xiaoyou still rubbed Su Lang's body, the touch of the bullet was simply... 

"Ahem!" 

"System, evolve me a godless dragon platform!" 

Su Lang guarded his mind, let Xiaoyou move around by himself, and gave instructions. 

"Ding! Consume Godless Soul*9998...The Godless Dragon Platform has evolved into Qidu Godless 

Soldier!" 

"Ding! Consume Godless Soul*38546...The Godless Dragon Platform has evolved into the Eight Crossing 

Godless Soldiers!" 



Suddenly. 

The power of the Godless Dragon Terrace has reached level 12 Godless Soldier! 

of course. 

Its characteristics determine that its single attack ability is not as good as Youtian Sword, but it can 

attack multiple targets at the same time! 

"Ao Bing thanked Master for promotion!" 

The Godless Dragon Platform was hung around Su Lang's waist, and Ao Bing thanked her in his body, 

really not daring to disturb Xiaoyou. 

"Next." 

"Evolve the eight-sided shield!" 

Su Lang patted the Godless Dragon Platform on his waist, and immediately gave instructions again. 

Suddenly. 

Tianjia's eight-sided shield has also been upgraded by two consecutive levels, reaching the eight-pass 

level, plus the number of enhancements, and it has become the 12th-level Godless Soldier! 

But this is not over yet. 

Su Lang looked at the large number of low-level natural treasures in the storage space. 

Where are you willing to let them go? 

Immediately used the enhancement function to strengthen the Youtian Sword to +6. 

Its power level reaches 14 without God Soldiers, constantly approaching the real Primordial Level! 

Chapter 1856: Re-evolving Youtian Sword 

Immediately after. 

Seeing that there are still many treasures left. 

Su Lang has successively evolved the Supreme Emperor's soldiers such as the Moon Moth, the Bright 

Sword Asafier and so on. 

Godless soldiers such as the Five Elements series, Space Rubik's Cube, Sky Slaughter Sheath, and so on, 

all evolved above Wudu. 

Then integrate it into the Xinghai Huanyu United Array. 

As for the celestial realm in the "Purple Heart World", a brand-new formation is used instead. 

During the period, Su Lang also checked the operation status of the heavens, which was very good! 

The strong suppress the weak very little, and basically they are supporting. 
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Something like being murdered by jealousy in the process of growing up a genius has never happened. 

Moreover, the whole world has not lost its competitiveness and development ability. 

The powerhouse of the heavens broke through to the godless level, stimulating countless warriors to 

practice hard. 

And the strong in the heavens have reached a new realm, gained stronger strength and longevity, and 

naturally won't stop. 

"This model is relatively mature." 

"It can be copied and used in the universe of life." 

"It just so happens that the elven warrior civilization in the Tai Sui universe has developed. Let Tai Sui be 

the first world to eat crabs." 

Su Lang pondered silently for a while, and Xuan even constructed the "Tai Sui Heaven Realm" in the Tai 

Sui universe. 

And most of the matters were handed over to the subordinates of the constellation of the moon, so that 

it supervised the development of the world. 

After this episode. 

Su Lang looked at the Supreme Emperor's exercises that he had just harvested. 

The number of invaders is close to 10,000. 

Although the exercises they practiced are repeated. 

But Su Lang also got more than two thousand godless-level exercises! 

"system!" 

"Start to synthesize too elementary skills!" 

Su Feng gave the order without hesitation. 

Suddenly. 

More than two hundred original exercises of the primordial beginning appeared in front of you! 

With the addition of the Taichu exercises previously obtained from the Ship of Ten Thousand Domains, 

the number has reached 356! 

At this time, Su Lang did not master the Taichu exercises, and it was difficult to read a Taichu exercises in 

a short time. He could only judge the type of exercises by its name. 

After a rough classification. 

Among the more than 350 exercises, there are more than 60 exercises about time rules. 

The rest are body-building exercises, various twisting power exercises, or soul-enhancing exercises. 



"Many exercises are similar." 

Su Lang thought so, "At that time, you can choose some pleasing to the eye to practice." 

I don't know if his thoughts are known by other quasi-primary warriors and even strong ones, will he 

vomit blood with anger! 

If they get a book that is too elementary, they will be extremely happy. 

Regardless of his type, he must be comprehended and practiced, and no matter how bad he is, he must 

get some benefits from it. 

In short, it must not be wasted. 

But when it comes to Su Lang, it becomes a casual pick, and those who are not pleasing to the eye will 

not practice... 

After combining the Taichu Gongfa. 

Su Lang has synthesized a large number of godless-level exercises, tens of thousands! 

The emperor-level exercises can be synthesized more, which is almost countless! 

Finish it all. 

Su Lang's gaze turned, and he fell on the exercises he was practicing. 

Just before preaching. 

The five godless-level exercises of the Red Underworld and Purple Qi Profound Art, Dao Li Nine Earths, 

Thirteen Corpses, Four Dragons, and the Supremacy Sutra of Devouring the Sun were completed. 

But because it was very busy. 

Su Lang put it on hold temporarily. 

When I think about it, I'll see if it can come in handy. 

The Red Underworld Purple Qi Profound Art is definitely useful. It can condense the Red Underworld 

space and store the Red Underworld's twisting power! 

This exercise is extremely useful even at the early stage! 

"Red Underworld, Ning!" 

Su Lang's thoughts moved, and the exercises moved quickly. 

A vast red space like the universe of life appeared in the back of the neck spine! 

The space is empty, a hazy red, like chaos that has not been opened up. 

"The universe is dying, red and purple, condensed!" 

Su Lang began to use the innate qi in his body to condense the red and purple qi, and it was 

accompanied by the profound meaning of world dying. 



Suddenly. 

All the innate qi stored in his body was transformed into red and purple qi and poured into the red and 

dark space. 

But I saw the empty hazy red world. 

Gradually, a hint of purple spirit aura appeared. 

It is the special twisting power-Hong Ming Zi Qi! 

Chapter 1857: Organize the exercises! 

"Not bad!" 

"It looks like my Red Ming space can be installed at least thirty times!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, and then directly ran the "Survival of the Sun" and "The Great Sun Haotian 

Map" to extract solar energy to restore himself. 

When the innate qi is full, it will transform into red and purple qi again. 

In a blink of an eye. 

The Red Ming space was completely filled. 

"These red and purple auras are enough to make me burst out 36 strongest attacks!" 

Su Lang looked at the red and purple air, and a satisfied smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

Immediately after. 

Let's look at the "Nine Places of Taoism" exercise method. 

This technique can quickly transform ordinary land into treasure, and it is also very practical! 

"go with!" 

"Turn all the captured life universe planets into treasures!" 

Su Lang's thoughts moved, and a large number of clones used Baiying clones to enter the pupils of ten 

thousand worlds, penetrate into the universe of life, and begin to operate the Dao Li Nine Earths 

Technique 1 

at this time. 

Su Lang's Eye of Ten Thousand Worlds has long been worthy of the name! 

Because it has stored nearly ten million life universes! 

It also contains nearly 10,000 godless life universes, and more than 60 quasi-primary life universes! 

In these life universes, there are endless intelligent creatures surviving! 
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When Su Lang asked the clone to transform the planet of life into a treasure, by the way, he used 

Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms to conquer it. 

But it does not squeeze their resources, only to collect their loyalty. 

These creatures are all that Su Lang intends to use to fill his life universe in the future! 

At this moment. 

The pupil of all worlds, in a certain quasi-primary life universe. 

A avatar of the Jiudu level simultaneously unfolds the Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms and the Dao Li 

Jiudi. 

Suddenly. 

It turns into a brand new sun, appearing above this world. 

The infinite warm light shone on countless creatures, making their negative emotions such as horror and 

fear disappear. 

And the earth gradually changed under the light of the Taoist nine places. 

A lot of ordinary land has become inferior treasure land, and then evolved towards more advanced 

treasure land. 

The creatures in the world were stunned and ecstatic when they saw this scene. 

Even without the power of Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms. 

They will also worship from the heart the great existence that turned into the sun that day! 

The same thing is happening in other life universes. 

Thousands of creatures in the world surrendered to Su Lang at the same time, generating endless 

incense power, which was collected by the virtual spirit universe and integrated into the Seven Treasure 

Tree. 

Su Lang could feel it clearly. 

If this continues, within half a day, the Seven Treasure Trees will fully condense! 

"I'm really looking forward to it!" 

Su Lang licked his lips in excitement, his eyes fell on "Thirteen Corpses". 

This exercise is an extremely powerful clone exercise for others. 

But for Su Lang, it has only one function. 

That is to completely immune to the erosion of incense aspiration, so that Su Lang can wield the incense 

aspiration at will. 

Simultaneously. 



The greater use of this technique is to instill in Chu Xiaobei and others, so that they will not be corroded 

by incense, even if they walk on the road of incense, they can always maintain their sanity and gain the 

authority of eternal life! 

Finally, it is "Four Dragons"! 

This exercise was originally created by Mingxuan on Silonghai Road, and it has a trick called ‘Endless 

Dragon Bite’ which is very scary! 

In addition, there are various magical effects. 

For the current Su Lang, it was also a useful move. 

After reading these godless level exercises. 

Su Lang's gaze fell once again to the four basic exercises. 

These four exercises are "The Mysterious Technique of Future Good Fortune", "The Quiet Heart Sutra", 

"The Moment of Eternity" and "The Record of the Boundless World of Hengsha"! 

Except for the last one! 

The other three books are all related to time rules! 

Once the training is completed, you can comprehend the rules of time and break through to the 

primordial level! 

"I can foresee it!" 

"This time is not long, maybe today!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath, and a trace of expectation flashed in his eyes. 

Chapter 1858: Xinghai Great Region makes another leap 

at this time! 

There was a horrible tremor in the world. 

As if the entire universe was shaking! 

"It's spatial fluctuation!" 

"No, there is still time fluctuations!!" 

"The time and space fluctuations are abnormal. Is the Xinghai domain group going to make a transition 

again!?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and immediately looked out of the big formation. 

really! 

The turbulence of time and space outside is surging crazily, tens of thousands of times more violent than 

before! 
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and. 

The violent degree of the turbulence of time and space is still rising, just like a super terror tsunami with 

higher waves. 

When the wave reaches its highest point! 

Buzzing! ! 

The tremor between heaven and earth suddenly reached its extreme. 

The scene in front of him was distorted and flickered, even though Xuan returned to normal. 

"It's a leap!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth clicked, and he didn't need to think about knowing that the Xinghai Great 

Region had left the former Xiao Qianyu ring, and had arrived in the cosmic space closer to the Tianmen 

Continent. 

at this time. 

"Patriarch!" 

"Our star field has made another leap!" 

"The destination we arrived this time is very close to the prediction!" 

Yan Hingxing ran to Su Lang quickly, bowed respectfully, and whispered. 

"Ok!" 

"I will now send a clone to explore the surrounding environment!" 

"By the way, here are some great emperor-level exercises, godless-level exercises, and a few too basic 

exercises that I have compiled. You can put them in the database." 

Su Lang nodded, and then took out a lot of exercises from the life universe. 

There were also a few exercises of the primordial level, because the names were not pleasing to the eye, 

so they simply gave them to Yanxingxing. 

"This this this?" 

"So many exercises! And all of them are the original!!" 

Yan Hengxing looked at the exercises that Su Lang had taken out, and his eyes suddenly bulged out of 

fright! 

suddenly. 

He thought of when he was in the main city in the summer. 

Su Lang also took out a large number of god-level holy-level and even immortal-level emperor-level 

exercises in this way, rewarding everyone for cultivation, or used for exchange. 



"The patriarch is also the most terrifying genius since the birth of the universe in terms of cultivation 

techniques!" 

Yan Xingxing couldn't help feeling sighed in his heart, and immediately put all the exercises away, ready 

to be sealed as a high-level machine. 

Only the warriors who have made great contributions to the Xinghai domain group can get it! 

"Uh!" 

"Stars, don't take these techniques too seriously." 

"Don't rush to ponder over those exercises at the Beginning level. They are meaningless." 

"Because soon I will instill better Taiji exercises for you, so that you can all improve to the Taichu level!" 

Su Lang looked at Yan Xingxing who was extremely excited, and said lightly. 

"what!?" 

"What!?" 

"Inculcate the Taichu exercises! Promote directly to Taichu!" 

Yan Xingxing was stunned again by Su Lang's words, his brain blanked! 

At the beginning of the promotion, one of the most difficult levels in the road of martial arts. 

Can you make such a breakthrough? 

It's like eating and drinking water! 

"Calm down!" 

"Didn't you instill the exercises and rules by me?" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "The next indoctrination is nothing more than the indoctrination content is a little 

more advanced." 

"Yes, patriarch!" 

"The stars are still not stable enough, I must pay attention!" 

Yan Hingxing recovered from the shock and immediately nodded in agreement. 

"Ok!" 

"You go down first, do what you should do." 

Su Lang smiled and waved his hand, "I'm going to send a clone to investigate intelligence." 

"Yes! Patriarch!" 

Yan Hingxing agreed with great joy. 

Since Su Lang returned, he suddenly felt that his pressure had decreased by ninety-nine percent! 



In nearly three billion years, it has never been so relaxed and happy. 

This also allows him to spend more energy on other things. 

For example, he likes the development of education in Xinghai Dayu the most! 

After Yanxingxing left. 

Su Lang immediately dispatched a clone. 

Protected by the eight-sided shield of the sky, through the turbulence of time and space into the void 

outside the star sea domain group. 

One hundred and thirty-five clones became thirteen thousand five hundred. 

Then, together with countless treasure hunting flying flying gliders, spread out toward the surroundings, 

looking for planets with intelligent life. 

Chapter 1859: Fallen Phoenix Great Thousand Domain 

Under the overwhelming search. 

The avatars and the treasure hunt flying gliders soon found a planet of life! 

This life planet is on the periphery of a star field, and in this star field is a relatively barren and weak 

planet. 

But there are several Supreme Emperors on it! 

It should be known that in the fringe star field outside the small thousand domain ring, a supreme 

emperor is often the master of one star field! 

But here, he can only become the master of a backward planet. 

"This star field is definitely stronger than any star field I have seen before!" 

"Moreover, this phenomenon is definitely not an isolated case, but a common occurrence." 

"In other words, there are many star regions as powerful as this star region!" 

Su Lang thought silently, "Sure enough, this is the Great Thousand Domain Ring!" 

Immediately after. 

He sent a clone to sneak into this life planet quietly. 

Anyway, the Supreme Emperor on the planet of life is also very weak, and the strongest is only Sandu. 

It was too easy for Su Lang's clone to hide from them. 

When the avatars sneaked into this life planet, they immediately conquered the four supreme emperors 

with Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms and asked for information. 

quickly. 
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Su Lang got a lot of information. 

This Fangxing domain name is ‘Suju’. 

It is a remote star region in the Great Thousand Territories of Fallen Phoenix, and its ruler is an Eight 

Cross Godless Grade. 

The rulers of the surrounding stars are basically around the eight crossings and nine crossings, with 

similar overall strengths. 

And everyone didn't have any strong background, so they lived together peacefully. 

"Meteor Phoenix Great Thousand Domain Ring?" 

"This name...Did the Phoenix fall?" 

Su Feng's eyes flashed, and then asked the four Supreme Emperors. 

The result is known. 

Legend has it that this star field once really fell into the Phoenix! 

And it's still a phoenix of the beginning level! 

"what?" 

"Too elementary existence has fallen here?" 

Su Lang's heart was also a little bit hungry. 

The phoenix is an auspicious beast in the ancient Chinese mythology, that is, the beast that lived in the 

boundless world four billion years ago. 

The fall of the phoenix here means that there used to be a battle with the power of the primordial 

underworld emperor. 

Even Emperor Yuan Mingzhou himself shot and killed the Phoenix! 

but no matter. 

This all means that this Fang Daqianyu once appeared in the sight of Emperor Yuanmingzhou, or the 

strong under his command. 

This vast area is very likely to be ruled by the powerful under Emperor Yuanmingzhou! 

And the current Suju Star Territory, probably because it is too remote, so it is not included in the scope 

of the rule. 

"That is to say!" 

"My star sea domain group is now considered to appear outside a certain enemy camp?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, and a trace of fear suddenly rose in his eyes. 



If there is an early powerhouse here, the Xinghai domain group is impossible to stop, and can only 

immediately clean up and run away. 

"Don't disturb them yet!" 

"Anyway, I will soon break through to the Beginning level!" 

"At that time, I will have a hundred and thirty-five clones of the Beginning level, hehe!" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth and immediately began to spread the intelligence network. 

Constantly conquer the strong in the star field and make him an eyeliner! 

The Su Ju star field was soon completely occupied by Su Lang's clone and became his own watch tower. 

Immediately after. 

It's another star field's turn! 

Anyway, Su Lang's avatars are not rejected by the world consciousness, no matter how much they toss, 

it is difficult to be found! 

Su Lang continued to conquer the star field of the Meteorite Great Thousand Territory, while taking out 

the cauldron to continue refining parts. 

After refining the parts last time, it was only a few thousand to reach 120,000! 

This time. 

It is necessary for super humanoid weapons to come to this universe. 

Time passed slowly. 

Thousands of parts are quickly refined! 

"One hundred thousand celestial parts!" 

"It took more than ten days and twenty days, and finally all of them were worked out. What a big 

project!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth, and immediately took all the parts out of the storage space. 

boom! 

Su Lang suddenly appeared a small mountain. 

"Parts are complete!" 

"Next is to assemble the finished product." 

"Well, how does this feel a bit like assembling Lego Gundam!?" 

Su Lang's eyes rolled, and some familiar memories suddenly appeared in his mind. 

Chapter 1860: Super humanoid weapon is born 
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At the beginning, he liked to use Lego bricks to splice his favorite things. 

Unexpectedly, when I came to this scene now, I found the original fun again! 

"Not much thought! Let's do it!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath and immediately began to assemble and refine. 

"Colorful Burning Heaven, Condensate Me!" 

He waved his hands and released countless colorful burning heavens. 

Make its crape myrtle non-fixed fire characteristic to the extreme, most suitable for refining! 

Immediately after. 

All the fairy-level parts were thrown by Su Feng into the super-giant cauldron condensed by the colorful 

burning heaven. 

This instrument is huge! 

It's not like a traditional pot, it's like a life storehouse placed upright! 

In the life warehouse. 

Countless flames turned into a hand, pulling different parts one by one to where they should be! 

In a blink of an eye. 

A rough and vague human figure appeared in the pot, with a faint feeling of white mecha! 

Immediately after. 

More parts are wandering like a school of deep-sea fish. 

From time to time, a part is picked up by the flame-translated hand and then installed in a specific 

location. 

The vague giant mecha gradually became clear. 

It's like a low-resolution picture that gradually becomes a high-definition picture. 

It can be said that the mosaic image was dismounted, and everything became clearer! 

As time goes by. 

There are fewer and fewer parts wandering in the space of the pot. 

The giant mecha is more full and clear! 

finally. 

The last part returned, and the super humanoid weapon was finally spliced! 

But this is not over yet. 



It did not give birth to a spirit! 

Because it has too many components. 

Each part has its own different spirit, and it is extremely difficult to perfectly integrate and nurture the 

spirit. 

If you change to any other refiner, you can only stare and stare. 

Only Su Lang can spend some energy and effort to help it complete the birth of the spirit. 

"Be born!" 

"My super humanoid weapon spirit!" 

Su Lang used mystical craftsmanship to continuously temper the super humanoid weapon that has been 

spliced. 

On each of the different parts, the fluctuating frequency of a share of inspiration gradually approached 

or matched each other. 

Gradually. 

The weak and petty Qi machines that are only immortal grade, slowly merged together, and began to 

nurture the real spirit! 

And these psychics will not disappear after the device psyche is conceived, and will still exist on every 

part. 

The birth of the spirit is equivalent to forming a master consciousness! 

as time flows. 

After the 120,000 psychic faculties were fused together, a more clear and agile psychic finally appeared 

inside. 

This faint spirit grew slowly, and suddenly flickered, bursting into a bright light. 

A trace of consciousness was born! 

This. 

It is the embryonic form of Qi Ling! 

It is also the prototype of a soul! 

"Disperse to me!" 

Su Lang didn't hesitate, and immediately expelled all the other ideas. 

This is to prevent the newly born consciousness from being corroded more and becoming a truly chaotic 

and indescribable soul! 

Even with such measures. 



Su Lang was also not sure that this instrument spirit could become the same as a normal intelligent 

creature. 

of course. 

He is not particularly worried. 

Because after the weapon reaches the Godless level, it can form real flesh and blood creatures, and its 

spiritual and intellectual defects can be made up for perfection. 

This is the case for the previous Godless Dragon Platform and the Five Elements series of Imperial 

Soldiers. 

"It's just this one hundred and twenty thousand thought..." 

"I don't know if it will condense 120,000 normal souls when it reaches the Godless level." 

Su Lang touched his chin, and immediately decided that he didn't want to do so much, so he could finish 

the things before him. 

At this moment. 

The prototype of the super humanoid weapon has appeared. 

But it cannot be cultivated and strengthened by the cleverness contained in the weapon itself. 

and so. 

Su Lang took out a lot of pills for cultivating spiritual soul. 

Use special methods to apply the power of medicine to the prototype of the spirit to help it grow! 

 


